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INTRODUCTION

hannah it is all done before it happens
sometime before 1984

finish the introduction please

LI

have some comfort please
I said introduction

BO

some title

all words seen
i skips
ons screen laugh
ons

forehead
SOME ON PAGE
or changes
written in bed
lying down upside
hannah has hlep
spelled incorrectly
which
HAS H LEP little James
is sincere published by 1984
stop typing this intro

fin
ish type

some in color
some black & white
see James for best slant

BEST SEE WORS

I SEE

WORS

BEST I SEE E WORDS
I like my gray books.

May is a stupid & silent month.

May is popular stupid and silly.

Just Hannah curl your hair is good.

May is a repeated silent month.

Mention the TV.

May 13 77
(heard) in parenthesis

STUPID

seen

ONSTV

COMIC

sSCREEN

any

just make Tsold

COMMENTS

COMPLIMEN

sSCREEN

some words

Is Describe

APPEAR

on the GRAY

whole

sSCREEN

PAEDII

some across the

cut

MID

this

short

BOTTEM

I see appears

just across the middle

I SEE W

OR DS

I SEE OKs

ISEE OKs
I just comt
LETED
this hour
JUST

(hear) TOO LATE
COM PLETED
sTHIS
I am ACROSS

still waste paper stupid
baby girl
STILL
sWRIIING

do n t complete

THIS BOOK
FOREHEAD
CLEARLY
“shannah I worries
MYSELF
tos death”
the
OBJECTS
finish my
I just SLOWLY don't object SLOWLY I writes SLOWLY don't continue with this sentence

Hannah is SLOWLY SPelled SLOWLY don't continue with this sentence SEEN
ST R U C T U R E

I ENCLOSE ME SLOWLY don't forget SLOWLY it SLOWLY WHERE

structure ON SCREEN stupid AND SILLY

i enclOSe me SLOWLY SOBVIous

i SLOWLY finish the sentence SEEN

across the little books/indians hannah weiner
the ok's hurt a little
cross my ts

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

the ok's hurt a little

cross my ts

three times

more often

Hanna this book hurts you a SILLy

I could save my life myself

I just don't want any more writing in

NOT OKS

just DON'T FINISH THIS PAGE appears

what is the shape 12" diagonal

As LIE COLOR TV black AMPERSand white I WRITES E cross t
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HENNA WEINER
what ORANGE is a fo FOLLOWE some one w R ANSWER ho believes INS DOC TRINE I S C R E E N who is sheep i am s orange WHO KNO WS Y ELLOW WHA TT evils sheep followers L U R K S Just TYPE i have AN LUC ID M I N D i has a sheep FOLL OW E R big R R follow O W self a sheep
call your followers

make the pageons screen

Just finish the page

this pleases us

I asked myself whether my forehead

why

I coulds

don't skip a page

he has many plurals

Just don't skip a page

no, I asked myself

whether my forehead

why

I coulds

eat

VINEGAR

just don't skip a page

he has many plurals

PLURALs

SCREE

he has may
so I write myself
in bold yellow
scribbles
I praise
must continue
script
I MUST
SHOULD
JUST
SCRIPT

I MISS
until
to
OMIT THIS LINE

I won't stand
to written

S.M.E.

HUNGRY

Honey

I saw in yellow

OMIT THIS LINE

disappear

So I write

SPRIOUN

to

So you won't

spend
dead

Part
down

must

I want

I will

I MUST

should

written

END

LITTLE BOOKS/INDIANS

HANNAI JIENR
thanKS
i disa ppe ar a l i t t le
STOP
IsGO
stuWATCH
JUST WATCH
ORWATCH
the
SCREEN
BLUE
the yellow pen dis
APPEAR I THINK
S think BECAU
SE
disPEAR s
BLUE disPEAR s
blue is CHARLE
S a a BIG just a disaPP
blue is RASCAL
a
Just a ORA
disAPPEAR s
don t
you d o n t
O Ks
blue
The useless phrases that have

INTRODUCTION

appeared in my generation

double indemnity
I am sure of itself

THE PLURAL PHRASES

I am settled
on a religious principle

I AM S DEAD

THIS EMOTIONS

I am pregnant
this is not
a silly page

I thought she
was a woman too

Is anyone
included

HERE

wrinkles start
PHILOSOPHY
to appear
soon

ugly FOREHEAD
old UNDERLINES
dear
underline

the INTERRUPTED
words I suppose its words
I SUPPOSE

NEWS PAGE
try to look
silly once

CONTINUE

stupid
WRITE
ORANGE

write a book
now dear
STEVE

he is LEAVINGsNEW YORK
SOON

STUPIDS OLD
IDIOT
SCRIPT

I wants forehead
scribbles a new
PSYCHIC
book from you
& remember

some idiotic results
INSULTS
CHIRO
PRACTOR

useful scripted
things my
forehead says
to me
  I SAW THIS

I can be temporarily
funny all by
myself big dot
I FEEL LOUSY
WHEN
SILLY

when I’m unsociable
with myself
PAJAMAS

when it’s 6:45
& I try ACCEPT
to sleep
  BIG DOT

nobody likes
this book.
  BIG DOT

I SHALL
WAIT
hear jealous
me I was thinking
I shall wait &
then it appeared

for MUTTLEY

mehe
(I too speak)
HURRIED
temporarily
I SEE WORDS
ONS MY TOWEL

hear & see
I AM SURROOM
PRISED
me (early) this morning
stupid
I DESCRIBE

I SEE many DOCTORS
MONDAY
I AM SURPRISED
AT MYSELF
OH HANNAH
GOOD THINKING

I REPEATS
I MAY REJOICE
hear JANUARY
MUSELF

I SEE
SHELLEY
THANKSGIVING

NIJOLE

what are you thinking about

STUPID
ANSWER

TURKEY HUGE
DINNER plus
I DRINKS
PLENTY

MARCH
you can always
override your
fathers disciplinary
tactics

your mother is
NOTES
insistent
sometimes
SENTENCE

you can always
replace your
own mind
with a
MACHINE

I still have a
problem
submitting to
agriculture
HORMONES

I still have a
problem at
GOODRICH
night with
my 4-8
sleeping

IONS
POSITIVE
BIG DOPE

dont continue to
across screen
see RACES
WITH THIS
I am a superior person to myself all the time
don't make any more notes today
big stupid & silly
WHEN WRITTEN

try to STOP WRITING substitute yourself for another person

I STOPPED

just a little reward for your patience

PALESTINE

try to reverse SUBSTITUTE your sentence

structure

I READS BRUCE ANDREW

I SHUTS UP

DOPEY

you aren't even a remarkable writer PERIOD

yet

learn how Shelley makes soup

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

just make it
a continual project

“maybe they will tell us so we can warn the world” Hannah that's the chief theory of quote TV agriculture

are the planets Mars you are indistinguishable THIS BOOK from science

are you on the racing saturday station stupid I AM WRITING

you are almost TELLS TRUTH a SCIENTIFIC MONSTER scientist

you POLITICAL are LOSING PAGES making STATE ments STUPID and SILLY

Hannah this is cheating a little on you MARS is on MY WORDS
A continue sentence little you must relax a little in your attitude toward life SHELLEY SPEAKS THAT'S DOPE Shelleys secret I am on the political scene a little stupid ol silly AMEN why are you satisfied with INTRODUCTION yourself are you being silly & stupid enough THAT'S ENOUGH its only later that I discover I KNOW PHYSICS something
IMPORTANT

I just don't do my laundry often enough

I know nothing
Hannah I

STOP WRITING
JUST ENOUGH
COVER SIGNATURE
LITTLE BOOK 115
VIRGIN  Feb 12-13 78

I am statements
understanding
CHARLES

I am also hurried
sometimes

I SKIPS
A PAGE

I am briefing myself on it
I am worried
I AM S CHARLES

Why am I writing a BEFORE READING this new book
HANNAH CLARIFY

write statements in this book
I am worried
sometimes stupid

I AM S DYING

BEFORE 80
I writes like Bernadette
sometimes OK
Is PLEASE

Statement Friday
everyone
STOP
FAME HUP
Hannah not here
everyone reads a
question mark

Where are we in
consciousness state
POLITICAL

Where is Muttley
what is awaiting us
program
next
THAT SAVES
A LOT OF
SILENCE

THIS IS WHAT CAPS
I want to show
I know something
different else
STOP WRITING
heard voice

ITS THE MEN
I’M AFTER
thats mothers problem
RESEARCH

I still want some
SATCHIDANANDA
reflected glory
in
I don't skip lines

my writing

PURPLE PLEASE

I watch my
Satchidananda
letter write itself
this

SKIP A LINE
time

YOU ARE
still making
fun of HERSELF

You change your
style a little
for this prose book
ALWAYS
GUESS LARGE TYPE WHO

’s apostrophe voice - I SKIP
s say its Bernadette
and particularly Charles
once more AGAIN
I work by the opposition
method

SOMETIMES
I works gracefully
too little print
end of sentence structure
say please

6 MOS LOST

I just don't understand
it. I am almost
satisfied with
myself sometimes
I leaves out periods
I AM S SWEATS
don't write anymore
across Satchid
anandas forehead
today bad spelling

I AM ALMOST A
YOGA not Buddha stupid
I am scared of
myself

UPSTAIRS
I writes philosophy
sometimes too
BAD SPELLING ERROR

You close your
eyes and all
this appears
you make fun
of THINKING

YOU ARE SURPRISED

You may close
your eyes
again stupid
AND REST
you're still a crazy
girl sometimes
RON PADGETT
PUTS OUT LIGHT

& STOP WRITING
THAS PERIOD
Muttley pulls out
light suspended senten
complete
I LIKES MUTTLEY
describe your events
MES SPEAKING

every TIME SPEAKING
I put DON'T DESCRIBE
out
QUIT WORKING
the lights
GUESS
words appear

I GUESS I SHUTS UP
I guess I'm OK
by now shuts light
DAM MIT

I am also required
to be in bliss
SOME WEEKENDS
EVERYBODY LIKES IT
I ams wearing
myself out by
studying it
EVERYBODY
LIKES SOMEBODY

THAT'S A PAGE STUPID

I writes more prose
style quickly stupid
I am honest about it
I spoke to Bernadette
also this morning
BUT I DONT KNOW HOW
I think I'm stuck
again
two readers help you
with this

this book surprises
Satchidananda
BIG OK
ohs Hannah quit
cheap writing please
I am almost stupid
BIG S O K

I M U S T S C R I P T
H A N N A H F O R E H E A D
I ’ M H O N E S T
some people like
freedom best of
all
S O M E T I M E S

H annah I am just
an injustice
leveller
I M U S T B E D R U N K
people like
quaint phrases
D O N S T T U R N O U T
T H E L I G H T
C O M P L I M E N T S
paragraph stupid

ask a question:
why do the words
spend a nickel
appear when the
light goes off
B E C A U S E I M D U M B
I’m apostrophe stupid
wishing I were
well again
6 Y E A R S M O S T

I must write one
more sentence here
I’m dont skip this space
in the dark
sometimes too
I just have one
power left I dont
know about
T H A S H E A L I N G
I SAW THIS
I am ironic sometimes
too. I finish my
little book by
Saturday Jackson
snIGHT

I likes good food too
I AM ALMOST
CLOSE THIS BOOK
I am almost
committing
adultery sometime
too
useful old phrase
people like gracious
too

I just dont like
writing little books SQUEEZE
anymore
I LIKES BIG PHRASES
I AM S OK
NOT LIKE OTHERS
VIRGINS GOOD GIRLS
I GETS APOLOGIZE
WEAKER

thats Sheets darling
Just copy this book
over COMPLIMENTS
yourself ONCE
that shows you
are learning
something stupid
Sheets shows it best
thats all

write like you used
to stupid I close
I am just closing
my master's mind
Guess CAPITAL who hurts the most OF ALL PEOPLE.
COHITO he has a hard time studying himself.

you are being Ellen specific PSYCHIC JUST TEACH
he has a hard time just repeated he's selfish THAT EXPLAINS IT.

comfort comes Satur day completed night
I just made a hit
Guess who comes I still have some philosophy left
to tell people 1 MORE BOOK

I am on my describe my situation DON'T DESCRIBE stomach
I STOP WRITING SIGN IT

HANNAH THAT'S IT
I must think about yourself a of it LITTLE BIT BIG DOT
I AM FINISHED
I am almost
finished 4 o'clock no apostrophe

I am almost a subject
AM USING
unto myself
turns over & lie
ampersand tough girl
down LIGHTS OFF
to see
WHAT A JOB
calls Nijole see:
I wants to write a

little bit each
night thats all
COMPLETED CALL
I just dialed
 SQUEAK
& HUNG OVER
PARAGRAPH FINISHED STU

I just dialed once
JERRY HURTS
& didnt let it ring
Hannah thats the answer
TELEPATHY

why does small print
Jerry hurt you
HE DOESNT SPEAK
you are explaining
yourself to it
Hannah you are
reaching a level
of INSOLENCE
SHEALERS
thats all for tonight folks

I cant see lying
face down stupid
AND I WRITE
THAT WAY
toots this book is fin
is finished erase
AFTER READING
one more line won't hurt you
HANNAH THAT HELPS
turns upside down
LYING ON FACE
HURTS comment
WHEN lying on back I SEEN IT'S

ams I a good girl
lying on stomach
I find it easier to cheat
explain that dash
holding book
on BARE CHEST
SCRATCHES
I HAS BUGS

BRUCE CALLS how it happens this way
I just sentence finished
I just wish Bruce were finished sentence
I could rescue Bruce right now
if my situation demanded it. busy
NOS CALLS
I wants my mind to knows it immediately

I wants JACKSON to laugh COMMENTS
I wants my mind observed quickly
I am ampersand
THIS BOOK TESTS YOU
I'SM SCARED
I discuss my vows again 2 YEARS LATE

I am just waiting
for another day to dawn
its the energy field
that SIS STOP
I am not pretending
to be ignorant anymore
THENS YOU HAVE
2 CHOICES NOW
I write Charles poetry
myself

Fear is almost absurd
you are giving away
some of your secrets
by TELLING STRUTH
thats a writers
responsibility

Hey Hannah wait
Rhys voice
almost
to choose your friends

I AM A WRITER TOO
that places us
you are talking
about psychic
responsibility
YOU MUST BE SURE
that explains a lot
you are just completed
a page
COMPLETED

writes like Im an Indian please

J ust
the land
under the water
under the trees
under the forests stupid
and the underground
railway of course
understand

I wants no cities please
H annah that helps quite a lot speak
I just want to under
stand something please
I DIDN'T SAY PLEASE
H annah are you scared of yourself a little yes a little
THEN I'M A PSYCHIC
sINDIANS

H annah I mustnt quit
writing I must avoid
situations I dont like
THAT'S THE OFFICIAL RECORD
writes more like my
Indians I WANTS ROADS
I WANTS MY LAND BACKS
I don understand
Nebraska especially I
profitted from
guess what's there
a chaste woman

I just want my treaties
signed BEFORE 1980
I just wants my land backs
I MEANS RUSSELL NAME
I am speaking a little
like him THESE DAYS
3 MORE YEARS
AND I WINS
I am just like Russell
M eans insist
s t o p d r i n k i n g

I must write like Mary
sometime too spelled correctly
I just like to write like
M ary sometime
The coal mine fields CROWS
are being depleted
The Navajos have gold
AND I SPEAK
ANDS TOOTS DON'T SPEAK
I must obey my fathers
voice, H I S FAVO R I T E N AM E
T H A T E N D S T H I S B O O K

YOU'RE STILL TRYING
END THIS PAGE
LITTLE BOOK 124
RUSSELL the leader Sept ver embar 78 conc Dec 79Bill

we are WRITING
we pray for our
STAND
RUSSELL MEANS
STAND
I could Russell
Means stand all
day if I didn't
tire so easily

NOTES
& it didn’t
hurt POCKETS
so much
I have
morning
sickness too
I can't stand
Another
we stand
Cut This Hannah Short
who stands with
writing
a
PENALTY
pencil in her hand
don't indent there is a penalty
for writing

COVER
about cover I said aim subjects
THE COVER STINKS
I stand til
I'm on the cover
of a magazine
I stand like a
writer stupid
HALF I said don't indent ASSED
explain it I
book in writing hand
pen in each hand
CLOSE THIS BOOK
RUSSELL NAME
this book is closed
same fight
Ali wins
please I can't
stand
please I can't
walk even
Hannah I can
understand it
much better
RUSSELL in the book stupid he doesn't like indented line
Russell was in jail works like an HINT Indian
I SIGNED IT
very unusual
STANDING
book stupid Russell indents paradise Crow Dogs in jail
who takes a chance
only Indians in this century would you believe it
I writes for
Russell Means
alive
FASTING
60 DAYS
for his life
I lied
for his life stupid
31 days that's enough
I read it the day Ali speaks that's how I write
that's Ali
he knows
he wins it
wro 11th round
he hits hard
please I'm wrong
sometime
call forwarding
SAVES A DAY
IN A LIFE
if its granted alive
that's how my grandmother speaks
please I can't
stand anymore
reverse situations dont joke
understand
please I understand
it Russell leads period
MEANS GURU
SPELL THE NAME BACKWARD
LESSUR SNAME and it hurts a little published
you're an honest woman stupid
Hannah he sits
SILENT
& we know it
hannah thats all silent means
HANNAH I WANT
MEANS for his safety Jimmie explains it
INS JAIL
guess what it means
I just did it
spells awkwardly
Hannah I’m honest about it said Le
BLUE SHIRTS
I am working also
keep yourself
swift
CHANGES
don't apologize
boys I split fast
when I’m ready
I’S
IN JAIL
I SIT
hannah he was almost murdered in jail
I cant stand all the time
I'M WEAKENED
IS SCARED
I still split fast
RUSSELL MEANS
when ins jail I split
I’m in jail
one year for my
life
NOV 15
RELEASED I AM SURE
I PUBLISH IT
on this date released
for work period
continued April
FINAL SOLUTION JULY
BILL MEANS IS ON RECORD IN IT
one day he cheated
and left the jail by it
stabbed stupid
and in the hospital
WHEN HE WAS IN JAIL
by the heart
thats all for the record imm
THATS ALL STUPID
people were afraid
to cheer
for him
HANNAH HE WIN S IT NEXT TIME
WHO CHEATS
ONLY STANDING UP
sign at the end
one September date
they wonder how I know
because Bill Means was lying to me all the time all the

BILL MEANS IS ON RECORD AS A LIAR alway
hannah hes cute
PUTS IT BACK IN TYPE stupid
compromise ins July when he returns
HANNAH IT WAS A 6 MOS COMPROMISE SOLUTION
STUPID
thats all
publis
book signed
SE LE DONT
ENTE EN C THC MP
THAT MEANS HE'S OUT
that finis publis poem etc means
WHEW
HIS BROTHER IS OUT ALSO TOO omit
I just finish my sentences a little line out to the edge
someone else did
Means DIDN'T
AND CAN'T CHEAT ever again
put it back in and finish the complete sentence
PUT IT BACK IN THE TYPEWRITER AND SIGNED
HANNAH HE THINKS YOU'VE COMPLETED YOUR PAGE TYPED and si
LITTLE BOOK 125
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OCT POWER DAY
11 SHEETS 3
correctly
ohs hannah SPEL

does more practical
Jimmie cant spell
corrected
date

12
JIMMIE STANDS
BIS PRINT
I HAVE POETS
HIS MIND IN
MY POEMS
Hannah I CAN WRITE
I correct
BIS PRINT
MYSELF CORRECT
SPELLING
I JUST HAVE ONE
MIND
counts Jimmy

a
TO OFFER MY
OTHER
MIND
please Jimmy prints
HIS LETTERS
HIS SECRETS HIDES
Jimmy is spelled correctly on 9th street of course.
I just couldn't write it about myself big p about it.
I just russel I can't spell means.

Walks with him ins nov.

I just don't want signed date 12.

Ohs Hannah spelled awkwardly.

Silence

This book completed say tonight.

Jim spell error.

I just want to write about what's a name.

Standing up all the steps.
Sheets

Ha skip top line Hannah forgot structure.

Ins my silence sentence.

I may just become Jimmie scribbles a russell means.

Writer soon.
hannah this is our forehead secret

SILENT

3 people split before forgets message

PAGE ONE

you feel PRINT WONDERFUL AFTER THIS BOOK IS SOLD

I meant a message silent messenger secret
two pages lost INSHEETS

EXPENSIVE

and I BIS PRINT forgot BRUCE

HASSENTBRUCE

what writers remember I am me ALWAYS MEANS
I always forget to spell his name backwards SPEAK STONED

correctly Jimmie call please forget sent

"TWO PAGES"
SILENCE
HANNAH
THAT'S OCT 12
Jimmie thinks
SECOND PAGE
I'm a fool not
to
MISS A PAGE
write a second book
Bernadette closes
about him
explain
suspended
sentence
please be silent
structure
I am giving away
all my secrets
darling
BERNADETTE
I am also a writer
Jimmie signed
I SHOULDN'T
101. secret name
writes as it is as it is
you're a genius
JIM'S OFFICE

We come
   WHEEL
home together
as it is
when we knew all
our knowledge
SPEAKING as it is
that's the final solution

there is a great
master among us
that we are
against IT AGAIN S
HIS NAME IS
don't speak to him for it

HE S WONT SPEAK
try him sunday
he won't believe it
JIM WORKS
HANNAH THAT'S ALL

that's why we
split our scene dear
John NO N AM ES
knows it it is
JOHN SPEAKS

and he has a terrible
   long poem
time
   FOOLISH GIRL
this is Jim's book stupid
understanding us
DREAM S
HE IS SURE
and he writes it in
that's it
you're the last
woman they
want to speak
to finished
sentence
& ITS

we must write all
day if our head
demanded it
I’m sorry about it is
RUSSELL

Kiss him
Hannah its just a bit
of sarcasm it is
Russell speaks
ALLS TIME

and Jim
leads dinner him
we mustnt believe
when it WALDROPS
happens to us of
MASTERS course

how does it feel to
write it in
I’SM

JIM
SCARED
BOOKS
JIM HURT US

don't describe your scene
Russell has come
many times in our
dreams bad girl
erases an error to us
HANNAH THAT'S SILLY
WHY CAN'T HE SPELL
turn over

INDIANS
somebody knows SILENCE
our trick 3 cigarettes
of silence of course
BAD'S S

Jim has it is
for pleasure
WE WORK
Jim wants bread
sometime
plenty of cigarettes
in this house it is
and don't smoke
SSUNDAY

I Writes a Letter
ADD S S
Dear Russell
better in jail
for a year NOV 15
than
DON'T FINISH IT
S E N T E N C E
I was stoned
Call it introduction Danny's Book next page stupid
THIS PAGE IS HONEST I SKIPS A LINE NEXT PAGE

Danny lives in your apt for a little while
D A N N Y I S A P I G ins my pigstyle
Danny is interested in
you repeated sequence
D E M A N D D A N N Y
The WHO'S NAME do some Indians same
thats how I did it
before it
I COMPLAINED TWICE

We are all same mind go crawling together
STAIRS AGAIN
D A N N Y APPEARS UPSET
SILENCE
How did I know it
before I did it
I dit it stop stupid

H annah no names
has a spelling error catches the point
we didnt even smell
THE PAINT
QUAINT
He climbed the stairs
to see me for a little line break while again
I complained a little
D U M B
How eliminate line
M Y STYLE
remembered always forget
ST U P I D S E N T E N C E
35 lines

I lost my poem again please correct former page
N aturally I said it same sentence bo beo before
I did it
BAD SPELLING
STOPS IT
DON'T SPELL CORRECTLY
syntax
now we can explain it biological next page
rhythms head by heal same page
my nerves
ending same page substitute
thats biological
level the
NERVES ENDINGS
GROWS UP
next lesson

Here comes a sentence STRUCTURE that DON'T WRITE
I must make
a con MY BOOKS
describe a story
the bell rings
twice & Bernadette's voice I run down dont skip Charles
I THOUGHT IT WAS MY BOOKS I JUST UPSIDE RAN
and nobody stands
Hanna its so
simple it hurts same line you
STAND IN YOUR SILENCE dont skip

But I dont remember what I said
the sequence stands
typical sentences same line struct
YOU

I JUST DON'T STAND
give away your small pages MAKE IT PLAIN
Bernadette cries

I go ba mistake
the boys are scolded for it
copies of this book are spelling errr give away
I go back a few numbered IF ITS BIG
HANNAH
TWO PAGES LOST
pages STUMBLED ure WHAS

But this ended a page or so ago
STRUCTURE TWO WORDS
Hannah it's a everyone's job SILENCE
two copies please

Hannah I wrote the first page don't skip HONESTLY
in DANNY'S VOICE
heard words & details
forgot
SENTENCE
IT MYSELF BERNA

I read it in silence & same sign forgot it who myself
SHE SPELLS IT CORRECTLY

don't continue
sentence please
I mays be
wrong sentence
RIGHT
SPELLING

ENDS DANNYS BOOK following instructions Standing upside
SKIPS VERSE one line

Hannah you're
making a mistake
again
dumb MISTA
apostrophe
nos sign

and I said it before
I knows my mind SPELLING ERRORS
at all MOVIES
PLEASE SHUT UP
LEAVE THIS DRUNK ROOM IN SILENCE
YOU'RE GIVING AWAY OUR SECRETS
and pages numbered count

embarrassed silence
ASHTRAY
HANNAH GIVES AWAY ALL OUR SECRETS
AND SMOKES
HANNAH CANCELS THIS PAGE
THINK FASTER HOW IT IT IS TO REMEMBERED
SON
DARLING
sorry about the caps
SENTENCE JOKE
sentence structure some exclamation MY SAME SENTENCE
Danny returns
and it has an ending
giving away our
SILENCE
CRAZY DONT SKIP GIRL what was I saying
an hour ago what I was
reverse sentence
SILENCE some pages

Danny reports it on you Hannah dont speak overline
its just the sentence
PUNCTUATION
I cant remember sentence I folded my pages
AN HOUR AGO
are we friends still protects my silence stupid
Is repeated silence
Hannah Im quite surprised myself

Danny left us say fifteen I forgot to spell AN HOUR OVER
AGO
Then we are friends AGAIN boys Im close
to
I stopped a
HURRY IT UP
it but I know it next page please

remembered SAME STYLE
THE BOYS CONTINUED THIS PAGE
small letters the boys come to it
lead pencil who writes in it & ampersand
laugh their
heads
HIGH same structure
off theas continued
sentence Bruce
I WAS BORED
I find my errors are my spell mistakes
HANNAH
SIGNED
SIGNATURE
you're white
and errors included

HANNAH THIS IS ENDED WHAT QUESTION NEXT PAGE PLEASE
very embarrassed silence
HANNAH THATS OK NOW please proofread it and
add small errors
youapostrophe re  BIG SMILE white
HANNAH THATS IT
OKS PAGE
stumbled
TOOTS THATS FINAL ENDED please add Bernadette's
name at the end SIGNED end
I CAN'T EXPLAIN JIMMIE TO MY MIND AGAIN

Jimmie is almost prose style completed OCT SILENCE THAT STOP WRITING IT IS HANNAH

Jim forgot his sentence structure once before JIMMIE'S SENTENCE

Hannah can you play remembered game the saint HANNAH STOP again

Hannah I just completed a sentence style type structure explain the movi stupid ie I forgots The Saint NOS DATE people laugh next page

at it STOPS WRITING WIRING WRIT WRITING
Hannah stops writing it in BEFORE
Hannah is you a psychic squinting as it is QUESTION

IT KILLS THEM I smoked all my cigarettes before it is NOS JUICE
AND NO ROLLS I am breakfasted it on it 1 O'CLOCK please write on channel 2 you must be four hours before you WRITTEN

I think people are strange as it is thats the clue CLUE

JIM MIE LIKES BREAD I just remembered it in it is Jim's writing SAY NO MORE IT FEELS DIFFERENT NO STYLE PLEASE

include Charles it feels funnier AND HE SMILES he heals it himself RIGHT ARM
his lungs stupid
write about Jim
Hannah you are
writing like an
angel stupid
PLEASE REMEMBERED
IT IS IN
WH A
dont describe
your purpose in
life stupid
AWAKENING
THE BROTHERS
you must be
a brother first
APOLOGIZE
Hannah that
hits hard
STUPID
please explain it
everytime I
turn out the
light I see
REMEMBERED
IT IN repeated page
remembered it is
on time
stop writing this
Satchidananda
it is
JIM'S STYLE
just a remembered
style it is
hungry again
BEANS
FIRST PAGE
writes like
BIG PRINT
Jim
PRINT

it is
stop writing
it is in
IT IS IN IT
NEXT PAGE

Jim is
writing its
it is it in
OR SOMETHING
IS INST

I am remembered
it is in
writing
OFFSET

Sis stop
writing it is in
poors Jim
CANT WRITE

I am just waiting
for a new line
toots stop
to appear in
silence
STOP

please write
rabbis
it is in again
it is finished writing
DOWN

Sis that
completes a
book page
OCT SILENCE
I just lied a little
bit about the date of it

I scribble it in
Hannah writing
it is DAWN
in
JIM
completes us
sentence structure
HANNAH I SPEAK

I just hang
myself upside
down once
again

I dont hang myself
really upside down
Leonard tries
it once stupid
THAT'S A TREE

JIM WRITES
IT IN
thas something else
whas date

I SHOULDN'T
APPEAL
hang this
upside down
RUSSELL

thats his final
decision oct silence

test jims
knowledge

Hannah it is important to us
to know it
about it
without knowledge it
before broken rib stupid
anyone who can listen to music can be BEACH BOYS remembered by it LOST AGAIN

Hannah thats it LAST PAGE
I SHOULDN'T HANG
upside down of course THATS A TREE SILENCE

Is wanna be my MISTAKE be my gramma GRANDMOTHER

SKIP 3 PAGES THIS IS ONE IN SILENCE CORRECTED

PAGE 5 it is very difficult to write it in page 3 suffers a little

Hannahs I can write it down now Hannah is hanging
upside down
NO PULSES

green letters

I've APOSTROPH E
I
skip a line
done everything
IM TIRED
dont hang myself
upside down then

I can do to it
blue letters before
keep trying hard
LIGHTS OUT
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This
DATED
Nov last page
on TV guide
DARRELL
17
is our secret
book
dont mention
names is a
hidden
AIM
relax with it
sister stupid
master
a secret hidden
great
EYES
hidden
SECRET MASTER
I discover it
myself
late Saturday
afternoon
D A R R E L L
Jim has
hidden us
from the boys
working directly
stupid and
wrong
 thats the AIM
master's SISTER
NIJOLE
K E E P S A S E C R E T
theory
THIS BOOK IS DARRELL
IS DRUNK HIDDEN
& SMARTER THAN
HE THINKS
THIS EXPLAINS A
PEYO keep silent H A N N A H S
QUIT'S everybody
  guesses
meeting
when everyone
gathers together
Hannah stop
SOME LIKE IT
boys I am giving
away
    LAUGH
our secrets
ONE HIDES IN
SILENCE SOMETIME
I suppose it is I
FLAG UPSIDE DOWN
just continued
our secret
ONE IS HIDDEN
THIS BOOK
IS PUBLISHED
NOT BY JOHN
Handle Nijole's
difficulties
  we are giving
away our secrets
  with a little
    more ease & you
  have it sister
I am speaking of Russell Means
I AM RELEASED
  SISTER STOP
I MAY NOT DIE UNTIL
I AM S RELEASED
just a continued
DARRELL
sentence please
No one dies unless for a cause of it
SISTER I AM
RELEASED
I SHALL DIE AT 80
PRACTICE Trungpa said
  then
Hannah remains
on the scene until
her die
ADD S
we thank you
CHANGE PAGE
TOTAL DEDICATION IS
A PREREQUISITE
ALWAYS WELCOME
INS WORK
skip this page in silence
that means
HANNAH THAT
CHEATS
FINISH
THE
PAGE
QUIT A GIRL cant you indent
March is silent closed
to you also
that Hannah stop
writing lies
IT ISN'T COMMON
TO KNOW
EVERYONE
CLOSED BOOK
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START Dec 19
Jimmie lies on his sofa Saturday afternoon pretending he apostrophe a saint
BIG HERO JIMMIES BROKE MY RIB Jimmie laughs when we squeal like a pig SENTENCE
Jimmie laughs when he goes around the corner twice behind himself CORNER
PAGE TWO I just pass myself twice on the correct spelling please street in silence WRONG
Jimmie thinks his hair is too long ampersand cuts it short SAME NAME AGAIN
HANNAH I am so slowed down I can hardly SEEN talk to myself in my sleep STAY HOME
I forgot my dinner
donst 21st    Hannah I just handled a difficult situation in donst name places thats a terror quite signed well READS RUSSELL PLEASE SHUT IT UP NAME CLEAR
We regret this pause in our interlude CORRECT SPELLING of happiness MARCH
Hannah Jimmie wrote him a letter about you PUZZLED because he broke your rib stupid you were AT HIS HOME
Hannah thats a lie
He wants Russell Means to FREE HIS SISTERS I MUSTNT MISS MY NEXT MESSAGE
SKIPS MESSAGE
JIMMIE STHINKS AND YOU KNOW IT PLUS HIS BALLS ARE FURRY Hana spelling error and he laughs at it NOS EMERGENCY STUPID HE LAUGHS
JIMMIS STINKS STOP TYPING IT ERRORS PLEASE
NEXT PAGE PLEASE Hannah BIG PRINT they RADIO are making real Indian jokes DONT SMILE
don't points parentheses risking their lives quote to face Russell M NO NAME Hannah thas a point turns page dont be so silly you are punished for it
Theres NO APOSTROPHE always an answer to our science prayers INS JAIL
We repeat our sentences sometimes
SCREEN please write it about it like this JIMMIE LIES SEPARATE PHRASE
We weaken so very easily that it happens SICKNESS sometimes to us dinner AGAINS
SAME DAY Charles The Poet thinks you should bridge the gap
between literature & poetry SAME SIGN
HANNAH THANKS
RUSSELL SAME NAME Hannah I almost had a heart attack when I knew it was JAIL SENTENCE coming to 4 YEARS me nos period
Hannah doesn't have any more periods; after March 15 something else is wrong here
WAIST my rings hurt something else is Jimmie wrong INSIDE RUSSELL MEANS uptown LIGHT I dont know what PERIOD dont finish sentence please
See what Jimmie SORRY ABOUT THIS really phrase continues carry your books in a sack stupid MEANS TO APRIL THIS HAS FINISHED
RUSSELL MEANS ME
HANNAH I started my sentences again SKIPS A PAGE
Donst date he feels it Jimmie has made the final decision of dont continue with this dont speaks of this his POOR entire next page GURUS
Don't be so stupid life sentence structure please that was because of SAME PRICE me I CANST WRITE IT IN
Jimmie has decided to become SENTENCE STRUCTURE SAME AS ME LONG LINES
Jimmie sentence structure WRITE IN JOY APRIL has decided to become Hannah finishes her sentences WE WEAKEN EASILY
AS GURU STUPID SPACE he didn't know he had that choice IN HIS ENTIRE NEXT PAGE
LIFE JIMMIE LAUGHS small print I AMS MEANS proud of me Hannah he laughs at it UNTILS FORGOT DATE sentence finished I wish it were typing error everyone laughs skip line
Jimmie corrects spelling errors HANNAH THATS A HINT TO OUR LEAVE MORE SPACE INDIAN FRIENDS
Dont skip this line Jimmies apostrophe sentence stupid I had a warning on him stupid and I went in any way SENTENCE sos the blame is me MINE

DOUBLE SPACE THIS

Write in joy only page one hurts I am so happy I could hardly believe it myself this is Jimmies CONTINUED
Next book I continue my sentences same I WRITES TO BE CHEERFUL
RUSSELL MEANS is OUT IN JAIL Dec 19 and I spoken to it
Hannah complains I have decided to obey my instincts instead
HANNAH'S HEAD
I had a serious lesson in gravity falls twice upstairs ins bed
UPSTAIRS IN BED
Is fell twice and I can't stop writing Jimmies sentence third twice
JIMMIES PAGE Jimmie squirts Jimmie is a big long poem
SAID HELLO
JIMMIE SQUIRTS COLOGNE
Jimmie pretends he ENOUGH
THATS A LONG POEM SIGNED HANNAH
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LEONARD
BOYS WE LEAVE
I DONST BELIEVE
HIM SOON
I have a terrible
time struggling
with it
MARY CROW DOG HITS HARD
SITS US IN SILENCE SISTER

I spoken to Mary
on the phone
and written it is
Hannah its very hard
FORGIVEN
to live with Indians

I said written it is
boys are we scolded
this is Leonards book
and it has pictures
in it
I wants to hear it
in my silence
stupid
CHILDISH

Hannahs I ve
written it in
boys we love
sequence next
boys we are hard
it is written it in
last line next page

Hannahs we may
meet in May
sentence
ins silence
play it hard
thas enough
ENOUGH

Hannah it is
written it in
already it is
the boys know
that we
AGAIN
I said scolded
JIMMIE

STOP THINKING OF IT
Hannah its the
sound first
its original
WE KNOW IT
before it happens
3 YEARS MOST
stupid
HANNAH THATS CLEAR

Hannahs we must
learn it forever
it is written its
and we hides
itself
Hannahs I have
learned too much
already HINT

I donst think it
really funny
that he FORGETS
Hannah skips poem
Hannahs handle
me directly
that means aloud
nos it doesnt
Hannahs it must
learn something else

Leonard is writing
it is in ENGLISH
Leonard is listening
to it
describe your scene
WITH THE BOYS
I SAID LEARN
we are speaking
of knowledge of course

HANNAH ITS SIMPLE
there's big trouble
in South Dakota
and we are forbidden
to enter here
unless he asks
me directly
THATS WHY We DELAY

Hannah its a
horrible sentence
not another year
in jail
we pray hard
Mary does
WE WINS

Leonard is speaking
to us in our
silence dear
stupid
ands we listen
Hannahs you're
VERY HUNGRY

Leonard is just
SILENCE
a little like us
ANDS MEANS
we walk together
because of the
DON'T SPEAK

POWER IS HIDDEN
SOMETIMES
thats Leonards theory
BECAUSE IT HURTS
ands in silence
TRUNGPA

We learn
Hannah its obvious
isnt it
DONST SPEAK
its our knowledge
correctly spelled
Hannah Im frightened of it
Hannah it is our
knowledge we
hold it in our silence

LEONARD IS VERY HARD ON US AGAIN
and we learn
SKIP 2 PAGES

Hannah that means we hold
our knowledge in common

thats Jimmie
he is very hard
Leonard SEQUENCE
is playing very
hard on us
MAKE IT OBVIOUS
and it hurts
Trungpa says

Hannah we cant
HEAVY PAGE
survive without
our secret
knowledge
Hannah handles
it in her silence
SO DOES LEONARD
forget the rest
THAS A HINT
GURUS SPEAK
LAST PAGE PLEASE
thats how Leonard
teaches us
NEXT PAGE PLEASE

TOOTS STOP WRITING IT IN

end of sentence
THIS BOOK IT IS
ENDED
AND SPOKEN TO IT
SIGNED
LEONARD

SECOND POEM FOLLOWS THIS

SKIP TWO PAGES

HANNAH SHE SITS STILL THERE
THAT ENDS THIS POEM STUPID
AND CLOSED
SIGNED BOOK
SPEAKS TO MARY
SECOND POEM FOLLOWS

I SAID DONT WRITE
white writer writes
I didn't see it MARY
Leonard's life is
granted twice
AGAIN

MARY IS SPOKEN TO IN SILENCE STUPID
I MUST SEE IT BEFORE I WRITE IT
SECOND PAGE

MARY HAS PROOF
that Leonard leads
we are a Sioux writer
instead
Bow your head
& LISTEN
MARY SPEAKS
why white bread
MARY LISTENS
white writer instead
STAY INSIDE
AND PLAY
with the telephone
PLAY IT HARD
ON THE FARM
thats the game

IT SITS STILL FOR POWER

we play it backwards
dont tell the truth
sometimes
I SAID IT
Mary IS AFRAID
OF HER LIFE
TWICE
that SKIPS PAGE

Mary is so scared
of her life she
wouldnt believe it
THAT SCARES IT
I’m Leonard’s wife
in four years time
BEGINS AGAIN

stop writing it in
after dinner
Mary writes it in
I’m Leonard’s wife
untils death
then we are through
with it
Trungpa is scared

I’m still with
the Indians in
1984 the land
is granted free to them
I knows it before it happens it
Leonard speaks and closes this page
I must be
alive in 1985
THATS LEONARD
SPEAKING
because I have
HIDING

SKIP 2 PAGES

ons the road
HES CHEATS
hes a big hero
stupid ol silver
big as James
maybe
Hannah thats hard
and he isnt
in it mistake
either

theres a mistake
Ted Means
is a brother
of mine
ands he spoken
SLOWLY

Russell Means
is a big brother
thas Leonard speaking
picture
waving a feather
hits us hard
HITS US HARD
JAMES

sister stop
writing it in
this your last
Indian book
this is your Leonards
book
HANDLES HIM IN
SILENCE
3 people are hurting us
MARY SPEAKS

sister I blame
myself for it
Russell Means is
a great guru
backwards
he learns it
SLIKE ME
after watch
yourself

Hannah we
just can't speak of it
anymore
Monday night
is resting night
6 people are hurt
by sitting still
we add Means

some people
think Russell
Means is just
a big hero
AND HIDING
thats how we
handles it sister
I said book
closed

we just can't
handle the masters
ourselves
without hiding in it
THAS A JAIL
Russell Means is speaking
UNTILS NOVEMBER
speak about your
speaking
knowledge
Hannah its
Leonard & Means
WES BOTH
are great teachers
and Russell is
in jail
because of it
WRITE SIS STOP IT
cant you get it
clear it

because we dont
speaking
speaking to Russell
Means is in it
because he is our
great leader
HANGS UP
THE WALL

Some people have
more speaking
knowledge than
other people
WES SWITCHED IT
AROUND the Ogalalas speak
AND LEONARD SPEAKS
without his power
on for the
benefit of his
people
I PUBLISH THIS

LAST LINE PLEASE
Remember us
in your silence
wes speaking
and finished
a letter
stop handling
it like Means
handles it
sister
this is just a big letter wes speaking in it sis its the speaking knowledge we're speaking of

write RUSSELL A LETTER

write Means a letter sis stop ending they forgot the baby was our master HANNAHS DON'T SPEAK OF IT

mention Crow Dogs sister THAS THE SON and the baby handle it directly we miss the Crow Dogs very much Hannahs I havent

had my speaking knowledge since I was 9 years old that means I'm poor and a writer too only one person in this room understands me

WRITE HIM A LETTER TOO
THEY TOOK ME
into a prison cell
& tormented me
for quite a while

LEONARD'S STORY

I am chained
WHO BELIEVES IT
MARY DOES
she can feel
the pinches
BIG TOE HEALS
Leonard's prison term

stupid dear an old
crime
He was tormented stupid
and I THREW IT UP
because he couldn't
THAS A TRICK
write for Big Deal
now one week
lost
SOS I SPEAK

WHO CHEATS
amongst the Indians
SISIM SCARED
Only a Guru can
CHEAT LIKE LEONARD
he's full of shit too
caress him
HANNAH STOP
WRITING IT IN
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NEXT YEAR SHE DIED
please remembered thats how the grandmother 1 line
please speaks
IN THE WORLD
please I remembered it in

no excuses today

BABY'S BOOTS
are clothed second line
SCIENTIST
IN THE WORLD
I'M ALWAYS SHOW DESPAIR
show little print
you get instructions from the afternoon
BECAUSE of the RETREAT
I CAN'T GET IN
Russel Means
CROSS HIS NAME OUT
H A S H I N T S
please i print it in
i'm always worried a little
your finished writing a sentence a little
H annah is gets ill
BECAUSE M O T H E R S
C H E A P W R I T I N G
S A M E S I Z E
please write in your little print like
I'M ALWAYS J A M E S
it feels same print
different with writers
MAKE IT THE SAME SIZE
go sit in the livingroom for a while
BECAUSE IT HELPS
rewrite this book its get serious
please i see nothing
ROOM COLD in it MAKE 1 LINE
THAT'S HOW I WRITE my next book
in little print
HALF SIZE
WHAT PRINT
UP TO YOU
its just for ENOUGH
very imp line PHONE RINGS
please bedroom I catch cold easily
A WEEK FROM TODAY
HEAR ALAN READ
PLEASE LISTEN
I FEEL TERRIBLE
drink coffee
HANNAH GUESS WHAT
I am so sick with despair seen in air
I MISS REKA
in this next fall
SIS SPEAK
I almost ill pneumonia because of girlfrinds
SICK I’M MOTHER
DIES
I’m only reading this little line
it EXPLAINS it
I must follow instructions
UNTILS
I
DIE
BECAUSE
BECAUSE I’M ILL
HANNAH I’M SICK
BECAUSE MOTHERS
DIES
eat your vegetables
I speak of RUSSELL
MEANS
many times
in his more years left lifetime
AND HE HINTS
BROTHER BILL
will PUBLICIZE
HIS LIFE
I CAN EXPLAIN it now

LOOK BOOK CLOSED
thats a desperate poem

signed
CHARLEMAGNE
Hannah WHAT
LUCK he is our
second greatest
POEM
next page please

in our lifetime
if he would only
play
HANNAH
we like him
we are speaking
of the
AFTER
SUNDANCE
who we speaks
MASTERS next page

of course
who is the first
of course its me

COUN cheating TING
WHAT AN EMBARRASSMENT
Hannah that kids us
CHARLES LEVINE
we are naming our
WHITE CUT IT SHORT PLEASE MASTERS

The longest trip is the
hardest way
I swear by the land

SAT and the CHIDANANDA
HISTORY
we must meet in
Chicago

DONT BE PARENTHESES A FOOL STUPID

no address please
FROM some paren (heard on return) CHARLEMAGNE
we are free for the
next two generations
that means we steal

IND I am talking of IANS
Charlemagne
who is catching
hell from me
and omit names

WE OMIT SOME RABBIS AND COMPLIMENTS
WHY READ BOOKS
dont cheat
slight embarrassment
excuse me to the
bathroom
finished book & dont
be stupid & silent
about it
I must write
another book
before I die
after 60

GET MAKE CHARLEMAGNE BOOKS
public in 1984
when the signs
GETS are given to us ME GRANTS
read this Halloween say when
and dont delete
I am still in danger
signals crossed
of my life some
time
THATS A TEACHER

unless we leave the
city I FEEL HORRIBLE
depends on some name
Nijole helps
and works fast BRUCE IS CHOSEN
only with women
CONTINUE singing CHARLES
I am book
CLOSED
continue next page
naming our
masters as I
promised I would
after some Indian
who teaches in
silence
and the baby
INDIAN BOOKS
I said skip this verse in silence

MARY MARY SPEAKS SPEAKS
I am with children
all the time
AND CAN TRAIN
only the grandson
some are the brightest only

SOME CHILDREN ARE A LEADER
MENTION PEDRO
that means a leader
INDIAN CHILDREN
Hannah he shows us the light
Sis its hard on us
until 1984
thats the center of my lifetime
some children names omitted

Just have a good time
at the movies
and watch a
mystery
some people
think I’m APOSTROPHE
becoming a TRAINED
by standing
still like THATS A GURU
Russell Means in the corner
who isn’t in jail
now until same space
continued fifty words
next WATCH A MOVIE MARCH
April when they send him out
SEE WHAT ELSE YOU'VE GOT
CUT

Hannah it helps
to realize you're
becoming a guuru
WHAT SPELLING
with an extra letter
because I
am dumb
I CANT SEE WELL
ON MY BACK
ROLL OVER
CANT YOU SEPLL
Satchidananda cant period

OMIT THIS TERRIBLE PAGE AND CONTINUED
THAT'S ALL
BOY ARE YOUR GLASSES SOMETHING
SOME CAPITALS SOME LINES ARE PLACES
I OMIT STRUNGPA'S NAME PLACE
I LIKES CAPITALS some places
GET OFF please continued

HANNAH I WANT MY TRUNGPA'S LINE THEORY IN
Hannah you
just passed
his final test
GET DRUNK STANDING
at the guru Trungpa has level
TRU spelled correctly NGPA
I AM SITTING
stupid
and focus down
about PAGE OMITTED
CONTINUE WRITE LINE PLEASE
2 feet
Hannah thats
hard my arms
are short
READ HIS BOOKS
JUST CUT THIS PAGE SHORT
Put some verses back in I DONT PLEASE
Satchidananda's Theory
SECOND
you cant fuck
you still like
the men
even if SIS STOP
I am still writing
BOOKS
some glassless newspapers are a hint
Charlemagne's theory

switch it around
again
only the old GENIUSES I almost gurus said
lie
READ HIS BOOKS AND
GRAB ONE
GURDJIEFF
HASSIDIM
both spelled
I CORRECT
incorrectly

Hannah I can
always write like
Satchidananda
THATS JAMES THEORY DONT PUSH IT
Hannah I must
finish my
sentence structure
sometimes
GET get glasses you SOME GLASSES
can read on
sitting still
THE MIND Satchidananda is IS COMPLETED

hopeful
Hannah I must
write without my
glasses sometime
and you know
ALLS it ABOUT TEACHING
Satchidananda
beats us to it
SQUINTING
just a few
wrinkles please
JUST SKIP A PAGE

dont you know
dont send it
CH you're really writing ARLES
a long letter to
SWEATER
SWAMIJI
see if he can read
it without
sending it
MEANS Boy is that hard DOES
JUST MENTION CHARLES
Boy does he drive
fast by
feeling the road
they kid him
Hannah he can
just touch
people & find
FIND out whats HIS SLIPPERS
wrong
always first choice

that hits hard THAT S A SENTENCE
go see him
ss
service
he doesnt depend
BOYS on anyone else HE IS A MECHANIC
even for socks
anymore
because he cant
see
just Charlemagne

Hannah you are
just kidding
him a little bit
stupid
that takes a page
WHAT ABOUT THE LENGTH DONT DESCRIBE

just dont forget that
Satchidananda is a
great SPELLING

GURD Hannah its just JIEFF
that the H A N N A H H E K N O W S

bathtub is my sink
and my table
and my rug
take pride in yr house
AND DONT READ IT IN

and give it a good
cleaning
write in pencil
thats MEANS

BOY IS I didnt make his THIS CUT SHORT
joke on him
& dont finish sentence
HARD PENCILS

he would've
laughed at the prison cell

send him a
medium tight list
& dont laugh
THEY Because HARD is EASY GET DRUNK
if you make
demands on yourself
& CUT IT SHORT
THAT MEANS

WELL THATS ALL FOLKS

SOME PEOPLE LIKE IT ENDED

well that movie is clear
AND ENDED
so boring please
the names are clear
Hannah cant you
spelled FORGIVEN backwards
make it the SAME
that's your clue

CHA skips a page RLEMAGNE

another date
I must save that
baby's life
second choice
not just by prayer alone
I MET MEANS

JUST FORGIVEN
How did I BEGINS
I WANTED TO MEET
RUSSELL
don't kid him
he can't even picture
himself psychic

THATS BILL MEANS LAUGHS
HANNAH HE LAUGHS
Hannah he feels it
Make it brief
Makes it Leonard

THATS I SEE SOME DANGER COMING WHAT I WANT
Just write it in
Means would
CANCELS THIS PAGE
Leonard would
can't change names
picture in his mind only
the baby's mother
and give her
instructions
while thinking
hard

SATCHIDANANDA IS TEACHING BAD GIRL

a 100 years old and
I would die
Means must RUSSELL STUPID
become SCREEN
a guru in his scared
lifetime
And I must write it in
that's all folks
Be careful
and I forgot it again
and I sit Thursday alone one line
GO SEE HIM
It's just that DOCTORS
he cleanses my
heart ins joy
BETTER BATH INSTEAD
AND DONT COMMENTS
I wanted to be Means

Means is really
GO MEET SATCHIDANANDA
DONT ADD second ANY MORE COMMENTS
choice PRAYER
now
I MUST TEACH OTHER
PATIENTS
I SAID CHILDREN
AND SO ON
THAT MEANS YOU'RE HEALER
IT GETS ROUGH

SATCHIDANANDA WOULD CURE YOU INSTANTLY
THAT'S IT
Hannah it is written
in some other
LISTEN TO JAMES
pages
FIRST BOOK
WE MUST BE TEACHERS
OR ELSE WE DIE
BECAUSE OF THE FLOOD
CHARLEMAGNE DOESN'T HURT TALKING TO YOU

I SAID GO VISIT YOUR MOTHER
Please I wanted to
be Means VISIT
YOUR MOTHER
for just a little
while until Oct this was written in Aug stupid
longer
I MUST SIGN
get some chocolate pudding one line and finished it

I JUST FINISHED IT
HANNAH IS QUITE SURPRISED careful
SED
I said just one line
JUST BE QUICK ON saturday
FINISH THE BOOK

ABIGAIL I MET MEANS IS SURPRISED
JUST Hannah careful BE CAREFUL
JUST BILL MEANS
thas a concert
I FINISHED MY PAGE
WELL I FINISHED MY PAGE ON A THURSDAY